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Our commitment to our students

The six pillars of our
Student Success Strategy
1. Students as partners
Our students are the fabric of our University. We are
committed to improving every aspect of their University
experience and we will work together to ensure our
whole institution is built for student success, especially
for those who are already facing barriers.
This Student Success Strategy has been developed and
co-written by our students and staff.
It represents our shared goals and it translates our
University vision, mission and values into a number of
commitments to our students.
We look forward to working collaboratively to provide an
excellent learning experience that enables outstanding
graduate outcomes for all of our students.
Donna Whitehead
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

2. Teaching excellence as
standard
3. Success for all students
4. The learning and support
opportunities for our
students are first class
5. We enable our graduates
to be distinctive
6. Our courses are
professionally facing

1. STUDENTS AS PARTNERS
We engage our students
at every stage of their
journey with us.
Students co-design curricula, work with us to recruit
talented staff, co-chair committees, work on research
jointly with staff, help us to develop our strategies,
challenge and influence our practices and help us to
ensure that we are providing the very best experience for
every single one of our students.
Students benefit from this throughout their studies but
also in their professional lives where they will be able to
evidence how they have acted as agents of change within
their university.

Dr Úna Fairbrother
Head of School of Human Sciences
We work in partnership with our students
so that they are enfranchised and
empowered to express themselves,
through their work, at every level. Our
students vote on their course reps and,
through them, discuss and mould their
courses so they best reflect their needs.

Students in the University’s superlab

Students are invited to propose titles for
presentations, choose jobs to apply for in
employability exercises and to pose and
answer their own questions in reflective
work.

Students have input into coursework
types, and in the exams, there are always
question choices, so as students can
showcase what they know best.
In the final year, our students choose a
project. They can decide whether to do a
laboratory-based project or a written-only
meta-analysis study and are encouraged
as collaborators in designing this critical
piece of scientific investigation.
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2.
EACHING EXCELLENCE
2.TBRILLIANCE
AS STANDARD
Our teaching is informed
by the latest research
and practice.
Our students tell us that they want an engaging and
interactive teaching experience delivered by passionate
and enthusiastic staff. We promise to deliver this.
Importantly, we have happy staff who are proud to work at
London Met and this translates into an excellent teaching
and learning environment. We listen to our students along
the way and respond to their feedback.
Three-quarters of our substantive academic staff hold
teaching qualifications and/or fellowship of the Higher
Education Academy. We also have several National
Teaching Fellows, and a growing number of staff who
undertake internationally leading research.
Our teaching is innovative and we use technology to
enhance the learning experience.
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Berhane Dory, Course leader,
Early Childhood Studies BA
and MA
Our approach to teaching is unique.
As tutors we are equal to our
students, therefore we are focused
on co-constructing knowledge
and understanding together in the
classroom.
From the beginning we ensure that
we have a relationship based on
dialogue rather than a hierarchy
(where as tutors we might expect
them to just listen to us).

3. SUCCESS FOR ALL STUDENTS
We reject the sector-wide
deficit model thinking
from our provision.
We have a whole institutional approach which combines
inclusive best practice to ensure our curriculum, pedagogy
and support services meet the needs of all students
regardless of background.
Reflecting on successes elsewhere in the sector, we drive
work across the institution to create an inclusive University
community that delivers for our students. We aspire to lead
the sector for our work in this area over coming years.

17%

have a known
disability

96%

64%

from a Black, Asian
or Minority Ethnic
(BAME) background
of our students are from at
least one underrepresented
background

Dr Mary-Jane Poku
Senior Lecturer in Biology
and Biochemistry
Students explore the works of famed
scientific thinkers such as Lamarck,
Darwin and Mendel – however we
do so through a lens of relativity,
positioning schools of thought in a
time and place in history.
Students are encouraged to think
critically about history and the
role of science in shaping societal
norms. These were scholars of
their time. I empower my students
to embrace this idea to become
scholars of their time.
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4. THE LEARNING AND SUPPORT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR
STUDENTS ARE FIRST CLASS
Our students lead
complex lives. The
support we provide
reflects this.
Our personalised approach ensures that students will be
able to access support with their finances, mental health,
disabilities, academic matters, careers and pastoral
matters from our professional teams. We pride ourselves
on our caring and supportive approach.
In addition, we are committed to providing real-world
experience for our students to support their learning. Our
facilities are practice-focused and over the next few years
we will develop more opportunities for our students to
work with local communities as part of their course. Our
learning and teaching activities will not only be co-created
with students, but also with external organisations to
ensure our graduates are ready for the world of work.
As part of our global community, our students benefit from
a learning experience that reflects the challenges facing
the world.
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Neelam Thapar
Head of Careers and Employability
We want students to have
successful rewarding careers and
understand that deciding on next
steps can be daunting.
Sometimes all it takes is
an opportunity to discuss
aspirations and goals with a
trained professional who can
work with a student to identify an
action plan.
Our team likes seeing students
in person, but we also recognise

that there are many demands on
students’ time whilst at University
and provide interactive online
resources and email support that
can be accessed at any time.
We also have excellent
relationships with employers
at the University and work with
them to give students the edge in
the world of work.
It is a privilege to be part of that
student journey to success.

Dr Daniel Sykes
Chemistry BSc course leader
I enjoy meeting the students
and following their progress
throughout the degree, watching
them shape their future around
their degree. Watching a class
take information in and then
become more enthusiastic about
the subject is really satisfying.

We really try and place
an emphasis on practical
experience. We also run a
work placement module where
you can see first-hand what
happens behind the scenes. We
are trying to give our graduates
the skills and experience to
be work-ready directly from
graduation.
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5. WE ENABLE OUR GRADUATES
TO BE DISTINCTIVE
We are the most socially
inclusive university in the
sector.
Our values of being inclusive, collaborative, ambitious
and creative feed into all of our activities. This means that
we will produce graduates who are inclusive in their own
careers and practices, going on to become successful
leaders across different sectors. A London Met graduate
will stand out from others and will be highly attractive to
employers.

Nils Perez Codesal
Psychology BSc (Hons)
In September 2017, I came to London
and was able to live openly as a gay
man. London is so diverse and the
LGBTQIA+ community is very accepted.
The University has made a very big
step towards equality with opening a
LGBTQIA+ forum. The University offered
members of the LGBTQIA+ community a
space where students who self-identified
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as part of the community could come
together in a safe environment that
allowed them to be themselves without
having to fear any kind of judgment.
It’s nice to get together with like-minded
people. I also felt as though it mattered a
lot to the University that even a minority
like the LGBTQIA+ community was fully
respected at this University.
I really feel like London Met has done a
great job with providing an environment
where I as a gay man feel accepted and
comfortable.

A London Met graduate is:
Inclusive

Creative

Confident

Our graduates acknowledge the
strength in diversity; and they will be
champions of inclusive practice in
the future.

Our graduates are able to apply
knowledge and skills to create new
ideas and solutions.

Our graduates speak out confidently,
are ambitious, and make a difference
to people other than themselves.

Resilient

Socially responsible

A global citizen

Our graduates find ways to be
personally and professionally
impactful despite the challenges they
might face.

Our graduates champion ethical and
socially responsible approaches.

Our graduates don’t just possess
the knowledge related to their own
discipline. They also have a set of
skills and a collaborative outlook that
enables them to succeed in a world
where the jobs of the future have not
yet been imagined.
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6. OUR COURSES ARE
PROFESSIONALLY FACING
We are proud that we
have developed 14
professional sector
facing pathways for our
students to prepare them
for their professional life
after graduation.
The University boasts state-of-the art learning, library and
IT facilities where you can hone your skills – from a mock
courtroom, purpose-built art, design and recording studios
to a £100,000 journalism newsroom and our £30 million
Science Centre, which is one of the largest science teaching
labs in Europe.
We also recognise that many of the jobs that will exist in
the future haven’t yet been imagined and so we embed
approaches and our graduate attributes into the curriculum
to enable our graduates to excel in the face of uncertainty.
Our provision focuses on solving regional and global
challenges.
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Congress to Campus
Students have a fantastic opportunity
to gain a first-hand view of American
politics at Congress to Campus, a
series of lectures chaired at universities
across the globe which invite former
members of the US Congress to meet
informally with students and hold
community forums.
The programme is run by the British
Library’s Eccles Centre for American
Studies in partnership with the US
Association for Former Members of
Congress.
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Our key focus is to give you the
tools to become a successful…
Architect or interior designer
Artist or photographer
Business manager or leader
Communications or marketing specialist
Designer
Entertainment industry professional
Financial services professional
Health professional
Legal or criminal justice professional
Public, social care or third sector professional
Scientist
Teacher or educator
Technology or computing specialist
Transport or logistics manager

londonmet.ac.uk/studentsuccessstrategy

